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CONTINUITY OF MODULE
AND HIGHER DERIVATIONS

NICHOLAS P. JEWELL

In this paper it is shown that derivations from L'[(), 1] into
Banach-L^O, l]-modules are automatically continuous. The re-
sult is obtained as a corollary of a theorem in which sufficient
conditions on the closed ideals of a separable commutative
Banach algebra B are given so that every module derivation
from B into a Banach-J5 -bimodule is continuous. One of the
conditions obtained is best possible. For the general case of a
Banach algebra A (not necessarily commutative or separable)
sufficient conditions on the closed ideals are also given to force
the continuity of module derivations and of certain higher
derivations from any Banach algebra onto A.

1. Introduction. It is known that module derivations from a
C*-algebra A into a Banach-A-bimodule are continuous [14]. We
prove that module derivations from the radical Banach algebra L![0,1]
with convolution product [1] into a Banach-L^O, l]-module are
continuous. This result is obtained as a corollary of Theorem 5 in which
sufficient conditions on a separable commutative Banach algebra B are
given so that every module derivation from B into a Banach-J3-bimodule
is continuous. A well-known example shows that one of these condi-
tions is best possible. Theorem 2 gives weaker sufficient conditions for
the general case when B need not be commutative or separable. In this
situation W. G. Bade and P. C. Curtis, Jr. [2] have obtained slightly
different sufficient conditions. However, using the example !/[(), 1], we
show that the results are in fact different. Also, in Theorem 7, we give
sufficient conditions on a Banach algebra B so that certain higher
derivations from a Banach algebra onto B are continuous. Our proofs
are given for algebras over the complex field, but the results hold for real
Banach algebras also. For the definition and elementary properties of
Banach bimodules we refer to [4]. Throughout ideals are two-
sided. For A a Banach algebra, Ak is the ideal spanned by fc-fold
products of elements of A.

Recall that if B is a Banach algebra and M a Banach-i?-bimodule
then a linear map D: β - > M is a module derivation if D(ab) =
a D(b) + D(a)- b for all α, b in B (where denotes the module
operation on M).

For m in N, a higher derivation of rank m (respectively infinite rank)
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from an algebra A into an algebra B is a sequence {Fo, ,Fm} (resp.
{Fo,F, •••}) of linear operators from A into B satisfying Fn(α6) =
Σ"=0Fi(a)Fn-ι(b) for each n = 0,1, , m (resp. n = 0,1,2, ) and all
a, b, in A.

A higher derivation of rank m (resp. infinite rank) is said to be
continuous if Fn is continuous on A for each n = 0 , 1 , •• ,m (resp.
n = 0,1,2, ). It is said to be onto if Fo maps A onto B.

The methods we use are extensions of those appearing in [8].

Throughout this note C means strict inclusion. I am grateful to
A. M. Sinclair for several stimulating conversations on the subject of
automatic continuity.

2. Module derivations. In this section we establish suffi-
cient conditions on the closed ideals of a Banach algebra B so that every
module derivation on B is continuous. When B is separable and
commutative we can improve one of the conditions which then becomes
best possible.

If S is a linear operator from a Banach space X into a Banach space
Y, then the separating space, ©(S), of S is defined by @(5) = {y E Y:
there are xn —>0 in x with Sxn —» y}. ®(S) gives us a measure of the
discontinuity of the linear operator 5 since the closed graph theorem
shows that S is continuous if and only if ®(S) = {0}.

The following stability lemma for the separating space is the crucial
tool we use for proving our main result.

LEMMA 1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let {Tn} and {Rn} be
sequences of continuous linear operators on X and Y, respectively. If S is
a linear operator from X into Y such that RnS — STn is continuous for all n,
then there is an integer N such that (Rι Rn(&(S))~ = (Rr- /?N©(S))"
for n^N.

Proof See [8, Lemma 1].

We note that if X, Y, {Γn}, {Rn}, S, N are as in Lemma 1, and {£/„} is
a sequence of continuous linear operators on Y such that
ί/n/?1 JRn@(S) = {0} for all n then UnR, Rn-&(S) = {0} for all
n> N. This is essentially remark 3.1 of [16].

Let B be a Banach algebra, M a Banach-J5-bimodule and D a
module derivation from B into M. We define IL = {b E B: b ©(D) =
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{0}} and IR = {b E B: ©(£>) b = {0}}. It is easy to see that IL and IR are
closed ideals of B [2]. Proposition 2.4 of [2] shows that if IL has a
bounded left (or right) approximate identity then D is continuous on
IL. We call IL (and IR) the left (and right) continuity ideal for D. If B
is commutative then IL = IR and in this case we denote the ideal by / and
refer to it as the continuity ideal for D.

THEOREM 2. Let B be a Banach algebra which satisfies the follow-
ing conditions.

(1) IfK is a closed ideal of infinite codimension in JB, then there exist
sequences {bn}, {cn} in B satisfying cnbλ bn-x £ K and cnbλ bn E K for
all n^2.

(2) Every closed ideal having finite codimension in B has a bounded
left (or right) approximate identity.

Then any module derivation from B into a Banach-B-bimodule is
continuous.

Proof. Let D be a module derivation from B into a Banach-J3-
bimodule M, and let IL be the left continuity ideal for D. Suppose IL is
of infinite codimension in B. We obtain a contradiction by applying the
remark after Lemma 1 with Tnx = bnx for all x in B, Rny = bn y and
Uny = cn y for all y in M, and noting the formula (DTn - RnD)(x) =
D(bnx)- bn - D(x) = D(bn) x. Hence IL is a closed ideal having finite
codimension in B, and so has a bounded left (or right) approximate
identity. Thus D is continuous on B.

REMARKS, (a) C*-algebras and the group algebra of a locally
compact abelian group satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.

(b) We can replace condition (1) by the stronger one that every
closed ideal K of infinite codimension in B has the property that given b
in B\K, there exists a, c in B such that ab£ K, bc£ K but abc E K. A
simple inductive argument shows that this implies the condition in the
theorem. If B is commutative this is merely saying that for each b in
B\K, the annihilator of b + K in the quotient algebra B/K is not
prime. However C*-algebras no longer have this property in general
e.g. take B = C([0,1] U {2}) and K the zero ideal. A. M. Davie has
pointed out that for a Hubert space H, K = K(H), the ideal of compact
operators on H, does have this property in B(H), and it is clear that if B
is a C*-algebra and K is an ideal in B such that B/K has no nontrivial
idempotents then K has this property.

Bade and Curtis [2] have also obtained sufficient conditions on a
Banach algebra B so that every module derivation from B is
continuous. One of their conditions is identical to (2) in Theorem
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2. The other is as follows: if K is a closed ideal of infinite codimension
in J3, then there exists a sequence {*„} in B satisfying xnxm = 0 ( n ^ m)
and x2

nf£ K for all n. We remark here that the two theorems are in fact
different and Theorem 2 appears to cover a wider class of algebras. To
show this we use the example L*[0,1] which satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 2 (which implies that every module derivation from L*[0,1] is
continuous — we obtain this result most easily as a corollary to Theorem
5 as will be shown). For the closed ideals of L*[0, 1] are of the form
M(α) = {/GL1[0,l]: / = 0 a.e. on [0,α]} for some a with O S α ^ l
[6]. Let f(β) be the characteristic function of [β, 1] for each β in
[0,1]. If a and β are positive and a + β ^ 1, then
f(a)f(β) G M(a + β). Let M(α) be a closed ideal of infinite codimen-
sion in L ^ l ] . Then α > 0 . Let geLl[0,l], g£M(a). Let p =
inf{q: g G M(g)}. Then 0 ^ p < α. We choose positive real numbers
β, γ so that p + β < a, p + γ < α but α</? + β + γ ^ l . Then
/(jβ)g^M(α),/(γ)g^M(α)but/(i8)g/(γ)EM(α). Remark (b) after
Theorem 2 shows that condition (1) is satisfied. The only closed ideal of
L^O, 1] having finite codimension in Lι[0,1] is L*[0,1] itself which has a
bounded approximate identity (take a one-sided Dirac sequence) and so
condition (2) is also satisfied. However L*[0, 1] does not satisfy the
condition on closed ideals of infinite codimension given by Bade and
Curtis. For let M(a) be a closed ideal of L^O, 1] where 0 < α <
\. Then M(a) is of infinite codimension. Suppose there exists a
sequence {xn} in L![0,1] with xnxm = 0 (n^ m) and x2

nfcM{a) for all
n ^ 1. Let j3n = inf {β: xn G M(β)} (n ^ 1). It is clear that 0< βn ^ a
and βn + βm^l (n^ m). Let γ = liminf^oojftj. Then β ^ 1 - γ for
all / ^ 1 which shows that γ ^ 1 - y i.e. γ ^ i But 0 < /3n ̂  a < \ Φ
γ < I which yields the required contradiction.

The next lemma, which follows from Lemma 1, is due to W. G. Bade
and P. C. Curtis, Jr. [3], and is closely related to Theorem 3.3 of [16].

LEMMA 3. Let B be a commutative Banach algebra with identity
and M a Banach-B-bimodule. Let D: B-^M be a discontinuous
module derivation. Then there exists x0 in B such that if Do: B —> M is
given by D0(b) = x0- D(b) for all b in B, we have that /0, the continuity
ideal of Do, is a closed prime ideal of B.

REMARK. We can assume that B does not have an identity by
forming the algebra B 0 AC, extending D by D(λ 1) = 0, and allowing x0

to be in B 0 AC Jo would then be a prime ideal in B 0 AC with
Γ0 = {bGB: (6,0)G Io} a prime ideal in B.

For the next theorem we will require the following particular case of
a theorem of Loy [13] (see also [5]).
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PROPOSITION 4. Let A be a separable Banach algebra such that A2

is closed in A. Then there is a constant K and an integer m such that if
a EL A1 there exist ap ty E Λ, 1 ̂  / '^ m, satisfying

7 = 1 7 = 1

In the separable, commutative case we can now prove the following
theorem.

THEOREM 5. Let B be a commutative separable Banach algebra
such that B2 is of finite codimension in B and which satisfies the following
two conditions:

(1) There are no closed prime ideals of infinite codimension.
(2) Every maximal ideal MofB has M2 of finite codimension in B.

Then any module derivation from B into a Banach-B-bimodule is
continuous.

Proof Without loss of generality assume that B has an
identity. Suppose that D is a discontinuous module derivation from B
into some Banach-β-bimodule M. Let Do, IQ be as given in Lemma
3. Do is then also discontinuous. Jo is a closed prime ideal and so must
be of finite codimension. But a prime ideal of finite codimension is
maximal and so J2, is of finite codimension in B.

But then l\ must be closed since for a separable Banach algebra A,
Ak of finite codimension for some integer k ^ 2 φ Ak is closed
[5,13]. We now obtain a contradiction by showing that Do is continuous
on Jo. Let / E I2

0. Proposition 4 gives m E N and K > 0 such that
/ = Σf=1gΛ (where gh h} E Jo, l g / S « ) and | | | | | | J
X||/||. Then

\\D0(f)\\=

where M is a constant (see Lemma 1.3 (iii) of [15]), and then ||
2MΣ™1||gJ||ft/||S2MK:||/|| which concludes the proof.

REMARKS. (1) Given a particular module M we can weaken
condition (1) slightly to "there are no closed prime ideals of infinite
codimension in B which annihilate some nontrivial submodule of M".

(2) Condition (2) is best possible since if B has a maximal ideal M
such that M2 is not of finite codimension in B then there is a discontinu-
ous module derivation from A into C [15, p. 49]. Condition (2) does not
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suffice by itself, for there is a discontinuous module derivation from the
disc algebra (see [15, Theorem 8.9]).

The following corollary extends Corollary 4 of [8].

COROLLARY 6. Module derivations from L*[0,1] into a Banach -
UfO, lj-modw/e are continuous.

Proof Lι[0,1] is commutative and separable and has no closed
prime ideals and no maximal ideals. The result follows from Theorem 5.

REMARK. The methods of this section can also be used to obtain
results on module homomorphisms.

3. Higher derivations. R. J. Loy has shown that the result
of B. E. Johnson and A. M. Sinclair [9] giving the automatic continuity of
derivations on semi-simple Banach algebras can be extended to higher
derivations whose domain algebra is the same as the range algebra and
where Fo is the identity map. He did this by using results of Heerema [7]
to express the higher derivations in terms of derivations. We extend this
result (i) by allowing the domain algebra to be any Banach algebra
whatsoever, (ii) by allowing the range algebra to include a wider class
than just semi-simple algebras and (iii) by weakening the condition that
FQ be the identity map.

THEOREM 7. Let B be a Banach algebra with the property that for
each infinite-dimensional closed ideal J in B there is a sequence {bn} in B
such that (Jbn bx)~ D (Jbn+ι bx)~ for all positive integers n. Suppose
also that B contains no nonzero finite -dimensional nilpotent ideals. Let
{Fn} be a higher derivation of any rank from a Banach algebra A onto B
such that KerF 0 CKerF n for all n. Then {Fn} is continuous.

Proof We prove that Fn is continuous for all n by
induction. Clearly Fo is a homomorphism and since Fo is onto B it is
continuous by Theorem 2 of [8]. Now assume that Fn is continuous for
O ^ n ^ / c - 1 . We have

for x, y E A.

Hence Fk(xy)~ F0(x)Fk(y) = Σf=1 Fi(x)Fk-ι(y). For a fixed x, we then
have (FkL(x)~ L(F0(x))Fk)(y) = K(y) where K is continuous by the
inductive hypothesis, and L(a) denotes the operation of left multiplica-
tion.
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So, for a fixed t, FkL(x)~- L(F()(x))Fk is continuous • (1)
Since F() is onto and given the inductive hypothesis we have that

is a closed ideal in B. Then, using (1), in an identical fashion to
the proof of Theorem 2 in [8] it follows that ®(Fk) is finite-
dimensional The radical of @(Fk) is a finite-dimensional nilpotent ideal
in JB, and so is zero. Then since ®(Fk) is a finite-dimensional semi-
simple algebra it has an identity e [4, p. 135]. The identity of an ideal in
an algebra is a central idempotent in the algebra. Choose h E
FZι{eY FQ(h2~h) = 0 a n d so FJ(h) = FJ(h2) (/ = 1, • • - , * ) . T h i s gives
Fj(h) - 0 (/ = 1, , fc). Let M = KerFo and consider the algebra
ΛA/M. Define F£: hAfhf-+eB by Fi(/ια + M) = eF0(α). FJ is one-
one and onto eB which is finite-dimensional and so hA/M is
finite-dimensional Define Fι

k: hA/M-> eB by F\(ha -f M) = eFk(a)
which is well-defined since Fs{h)~ 0 (/ = 1, , fc). F^ is continuous
since hA/M is finite-dimensional Now take y E ©(Fk). There exist
xn -^0 in A with Fk (%„) —> y. Then F\(hxn + M) = eFfc (jcn) —> ey =
y. But Fί(fexn 4- M)-^0. Hence y = 0 and so @(Fk) = {0}.

COROLLARY 8. (i) Higher derivations {Fn} of any rank from any
Banach algebra onto L λ[0,1] are continuous if Ker Fo C Ker Fn /or α// n.

(ii) Higher derivations {Fn} of any rank from any Banach algebra
onto semi-simple Banach algebras are continuous if KerF 0 CKerF n for
all n.

Proof. Semi-simple Banach algebras and L^O, 1] satisfy the
hypotheses of Theorem 7 [8].

REMARKS, (a) The remarks after Theorem 2 of [8] apply in this
case also.

(b) The result for Banach algebras (such as Lι[0,1], Banach
algebras of power series, weighted convolution algebras) which satisfy
the hypothesis on infinite-dimensional closed ideals and for which there
are no nonzero finite-dimensional ideals can be proved in the same
fashion without requiring the assumption on the kernels.

(c) For Banach algebras of power series the continuity of higher
derivations under the restricted conditions of A = B, Fo the identity map
was first proved by R. J. Loy [11].

(d) Using the methods of [7] and [10] it is possible to classify all the
higher derivations acting on L^O, 1] where Fo is the identity map.

(e) The methods of the proof also give the continuity of higher
derivations on n indices of A into B (see [11]) under similar hypotheses
to Theorem 7.

EXAMPLE. The following example from Loy [12] shows that we
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require some assumption of the type given on Ker Fo. Take A = I2 with
identity adjoined and pointwise product and B = C. Let φ be a
character on A with kernel I2 and let 9 be a discontinuous linear
functional on I2 which vanishes on the dense subset I1 = (I2)2. Extend θ
to A by 0(1) = 0 and linearity. Then Fo= φ, f ; = 0 , 1 ̂  i S n - 1,
Fn = θ is a higher derivation of rank n of A onto i? with Fπ

discontinuous. Here Ker Fo £ Ker Fn.
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